# Temporary Emergency Re-Entry Permit (Phase 2B)

**EVENT:** HURRICANE MATTHEW – OCTOBER 2016

**DRIVER/ASST DRIVER:**

**VENDOR:**

**DESTINATION BUSINESS NAME(S):**

**DESTINATION ADDRESS(S):**

**DESTINATION CITY(IES):**

**VALID THROUGH OCTOBER 31, 2016**

**AFFILIATION:**

**VEHICLE STATE OF REGISTRATION & TAG #:**

This Temporary Emergency Re-Entry Permit will be placed on the dashboard of each vehicle requesting access to controlled areas. Upon the request of a law enforcement officer or uniformed military member, the Bearer of the permit and each vehicle occupant shall provide identification and announce the purpose, location, and duration of their travel. Unless prohibited, the authorized vehicle/personnel shall be permitted to proceed to their intended place of business, make essential deliveries/repairs, and exit the impacted area (within locally established curfew hours) in order to restore essential commercial services.

The Bearer of this Temporary Emergency Re-Entry Permit shall not be considered an agent of the State of Georgia or the Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency for the purpose of liability and immunity and shall hold harmless the State of Georgia for all losses, injuries, damages, and wages due to the Bearer rendering services pursuant to the issuance of this permit. Issued through the Planning Section, State Operations Center, Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency (404)635-7212.

This Temporary Emergency Re-Entry Permit is only valid during Phase 2.B. of Re-Entry. The bearers of this Temporary Emergency Re-Entry Permit agree to abide by all local curfews and travel restrictions of the jurisdiction(s) in which the bearers are traveling. The State of Georgia has no plan to supersede local curfews or travel restrictions.

NOT TO EXCEED 14-DAYS.  ORIGINAL PASS HAS A GHOST GEMHSA SEAL